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ABSTRACT Acoustic sensors and acoustic measurements receive much attention in various applications.
Because waveguides are commonly used in sensor design, theoretical means to study acoustic propagation
and interaction in waveguides are necessary. However, current methods for elastic wave coupling, including
the transfer matrix method and coupled mode theory in planar 2D waveguides, are not satisfactory. In this
work, a coupled mode analysis for acoustic waves in 3D stress-free elastic waveguides is proposed. Similar
to the coupled mode theory in optical waveguides, the analysis is presented by the evolution of modal
amplitudes. It can solve various modal conversion and scattering problems in elastic waveguides with small
changes of cross sections and stress-free boundaries. To demonstrate the practicability, the coupled mode
analysis is used to calculate the reflection spectrum of the newly proposed structure, the acoustic fiber Bragg
grating. In a notch-based grating fabricated on a thin cylindrical waveguide, the results from coupled mode
analysis are in good agreement with those from the transfer matrix method, which has been already validated
experimentally. The coupled mode analysis is a promising method to solve various scattering problems.

INDEX TERMS Acoustic propagation, acoustic sensor, acoustic waves, Bragg gratings, coupled mode
analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
Sensing with acoustic waves is an important technology.
Bymonitoring temperature [1]–[3], damage [4]–[6] and other
parameters, an acoustic sensing system provides feedback
controls for optimized operation and sends early warnings
for potential failures. It could benefit multiple fields, such as
aerospace [7], [8] and industrial plants [6], [9], [10].

A waveguide offers numerous advantages to a sensing
system. The guided signal is easier to trace and has more
defined signatures. Moreover, the waveguide could separate
interrogation unit from hazardous environment. Therefore,
waveguides are used in many sensing applications [1], [6],
[9], [11]–[13]. Some sensing systems recognize environmen-
tal perturbations directly from the original waveguide through
backscattered wave (including end reflections) [1], [11]
and transmitted wave [12]. Other systems fabricate sensor
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structures in waveguides to enhance sensing ability. One such
example is the recently proposed acoustic fiber Bragg grating
(AFBG) [13], which introduces periodic variations of the
cross sections of a waveguide.

Given the active applications of guided wave sensors, it is
necessary to understand how acoustic modes interact with the
waveguide and perturbations. Scattering from changed cross
sections is of special interest, as it may be related to corro-
sion and crack initiation. A direct numerical finite element
simulation could offer some results [14], [15], but analytical
methods are desired to gainmore insights. The transfer matrix
method is a popular choice. It is shown capable of solving for
axisymmetric [16]–[18] or non-axisymmetric cross sectional
changes [17] in circular waveguides. However, the method
is only developed for stepwise changes in cross sections.
For continuously changing cross sections, the help of finite
element simulation is usually needed [19].

In optical waveguides, coupled mode theory [20]–[22] is
a widely used accurate tool to analyze modal conversion
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in various applications of either continuous or stepwise
waveguide perturbations, for example, optical fiber Bragg
gratings (OFBGs) [23]. Considering the versatility of coupled
mode theory and the similarities between optical waves and
acoustic waves, it is natural to introduce a similar method to
acoustic waves. Coupled mode analysis for pressure acoustic
waves has been derived [24], [25]. For elastic media, some
results were developed for waveguides in 2D Cartesian coor-
dinates [26], [27] and extended into 2D curvilinear coordi-
nates [28]. In these scenarios, the waveguide and modes have
one-dimensional profiles. The waveguide is uniform in the
other dimension, which is the propagation direction. In other
words, the waveguide consists of planar or concentric circular
layers. Hence, it is called 2Dwaveguide. 3Dwaveguides refer
to those whose profiles or cross section must be described by
two dimensions. Unfortunately, compared to the intense inter-
est on 2D waveguides, treatment on 3D waveguide receives
much less attention. Kennett introduced a 3D analysis [29],
but the added dimension was another freedom of propagating
direction. The waveguide had only one-dimensional profile
and was still a 2D waveguide. Royer and Dieulesaint pro-
posed another approach based on 3D waveguide [30], but
it assumed vector fields can be expressed by a scalar and
made an unrealistic oversimplification that only the density
of waveguide material changed, while Lamé constants stayed
the same. The results were of only qualitative meaning.

In this paper, a coupled mode analysis for 3D elastic
waveguides is derived. The waveguide has stress-free bound-
aries. Perturbations to the waveguide are to change the outer
shape of the cross section. From the assumption that pertur-
bations are small, general coupled mode equations applica-
ble for various waveguide perturbations are acquired, in the
form of evolution of modal amplitudes along the propaga-
tion direction. As an example of application, explicit expres-
sions are then derived with regards to AFBG in single mode
region. To further determine the accuracy of the method,
the results from coupled mode analysis are compared to
existing experimentally-validated transfer matrix method in
the special case of notch-AFBG, where the cross section has
periodic step variations [13], [18]. Good agreement is found.

The paper is organized as follows: section II develops
constraining equations of fields and mode orthogonality;
section III derives the general coupled mode equations;
section IV applies the theory to AFBG; section V compares
the results of coupled mode theory and of transfer matrix
method; section VI summarizes the work.

II. FIELD EQUATIONS AND MODE ORTHOGONALITY
Through the rest of the article, the term ‘‘unperturbed
waveguide’’ will be used to refer to a waveguide with
unchanged cross section. Modal profiles are acquired in
an unperturbed waveguide. ‘‘Perturbed waveguide’’ means
the cross section of the waveguide is changed slightly in
shape near the boundary. The waveguide is formed by only
solids and is placed in vacuum. Air-solid boundary is there-
fore not considered. Solid-vacuum boundary is stress-free.

FIGURE 1. The slice of a perturbed waveguide with z as propagation axis.
(a) A slice in the middle of waveguide is formed by two cross sections
(S(z), S(z +1z)) and one boundary surface. (b) Related lengths are
marked for r (z +1z)− r (z) = 1r < 0 case.

The problem will be addressed in cylindrical coordinates.
r0 is the radius of unperturbed waveguide. z is the axis
of waveguide and propagation. For ease of mathematical
expression, the cross section of the unperturbed waveguide
is circular and axisymmetric near its outer edges and the
perturbation is also axisymmetric. As a result, the edges of
cross section can be described by the radius r(z). Note that
unlike 2D waveguides, the assumption still allows for general
non-axisymmetric structures inside the cross section, and it
does not require the modal field to be axisymmetric at all. The
analysis will be given in cylindrical coordinates. All fields are
oscillating at angular frequency ω.

A. FIELD EQUATIONS FOR PERTURBED WAVEGUIDE
Displacement field U induces stress T . U is a 3-element
vector, and T is a 3-by-3 symmetric tensor. Suppose another
displacement fieldU ′ induces T ′. In a sourceless medium, (1)
applies for any closed surface.

0 =
∫
all surface

dS · n̂ · (T · U′
− T ′

· U) (1)

The relation is a variation from the reciprocity relation,
namely (2.34) in [31], where by letting source term go zero
and ∂/∂t = −jω, the two volume integrals cancel out and
only the surface integral remains. Apply (1) to a thin slice of
perturbed waveguide as indicated in Figure 1.

The surface integral has two parts: integral on two cross
sections; integral on the boundary surface. Let 1z→ 0. The
first part can be expressed as a differential. Integral on S(z)
has negative sign because the surface normal is −ẑ.(∫

S(z+1z)
−

∫
S(z)

)
dS · ẑ · (T · U′

− T ′
· U)

≈ 1z
∂

∂z

[∫
S(z)

dS · ẑ · (T · U′
− T ′

· U)
]

= 1z
∫
S(z)

dS · ẑ ·
∂

∂z

(
T · U′

− T ′
· U
)

+1z · r(z)
dr
dz

∫ 2π

0
dθ · ẑ ·

(
T · U′

− T ′
· U
)

(2)

For the second part, the surface normal is n̂ = (1zr̂ −
1r ẑ)/

√
(1z)2 + (1r)2. Since 1r/1z ≈ dr/dz, the second
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part changes into

√
(1z)2 + (1r)2

∫ 2π

0
rdθ · n̂ ·

(
T · U′

− T ′
· U
)

= 1z
∫ 2π

0
rdθ ·

(
r̂−

dr
dz
ẑ
)
·
(
T · U′

− T ′
· U
)
. (3)

The results in (2)(3) changes (1) into the form below.

0 =
∫
S(z)

dS · ẑ ·
∂

∂z

(
T · U′

− T ′
· U
)

+

∫ 2π

0
rdθ · r̂ · (T · U′

− T ′
· U)|r=r(z) (4)

Equation (4) is the equation for overall fields. The first term
on right hand side corresponds to the coupling of fields
along z. The second term is valued at the boundary r(z).
It indicates the impact of waveguide perturbation. The stress-
free boundary condition for the perturbed waveguide is 0 =
T · n̂, or explicitly

Trr =
dr
dz
Trz, Trθ =

dr
dz
Tθz, Trz =

dr
dz
Tzz at r(z). (5)

This condition applies to the overall fields in the perturbed
waveguide.

B. MODE ORTHOGONALITY RELATION
In an unperturbed waveguide, the fields of mode ‘‘m’’
are expressed as Um = um exp(jβnz − jωt) and Tm =
tm exp(jβmz− jωt), where um, tm are mode profiles indepen-
dent of z, and βm is the propagation constant. The surface nor-
mal on boundary is now simply r̂. The stress-free boundary
condition of mode ‘‘m’’ is

0 = Tm · r̂⇔ 0 = Trrm = Trθm = Trzm at r = r0. (6)

In (4), set U′,T ′
= U∗n,T

∗
n and U,T = Um,Tm, where ∗

means the complex conjugate. The unperturbed waveguide
has r(z) = r0 and dr/dz = 0. Therefore, the second term
on right hand side vanishes due to the boundary condition.
For simplicity, it is assumed that no mode degeneracy is
present. After a short derivation similar to [32], the mode
orthogonality relation is reached.

jδmn
4
ω
Pm =

∫
S0
dS · (u∗rntrzm + u

∗
θntθzm + u

∗
zntzzm

− urmt∗rzn − uθmt
∗
θzn − uzmt

∗
zzn) (7)

S0 is the unperturbed cross section. δmn is the Kronecker delta.
Pm is the power flow in ẑ direction carried by mode ‘‘m’’,
calculated as

Pm =
ω

2

∫
S0
dS · ={u∗rmtrzm + u

∗
θmtθzm + u

∗
zmtzzm}. (8)

= means taking imaginary part. If Pm < 0, the power
propagates in −ẑ direction.

III. COUPLED MODE EQUATION
The overall fields in a perturbed waveguide can be written as
the superposition of modes in an unperturbed waveguide with
evolving amplitudes, namely

U =
∑
m

am(z)Um =
∑
m

am(z)umejβmz−jωt . (9)

T is expanded in the same way. In (4), set U ′,T ′ = U∗n,T
∗
n

besides the expansion of U,T , and it changes into

0 =
∑
m

[(
j(βm − βn)am(z)+

dam(z)
dz

)
ej(βm−βn)z

·

(∫
S(z)

dS · (u∗rntrzm + u
∗
θntθzm + u

∗
zntzzm)

−

∫
S(z)

dS · (urmt∗rzn + uθmt
∗
θzn + uzmt

∗
zzn)
)]

+

∫ 2π

0
rdθ (U∗rnTrr + U

∗
θnTrθ + U

∗
znTrz)

−

∫ 2π

0
rdθ (UrT ∗rrn + UθT

∗
rθn + UzT

∗
rzn). (10)

and the last two integrals on the right side are valued at r(z).
Because r(z) ≈ r0, the boundary conditions of perturbed and
unperturbed waveguides (5)(6) hold at the same time. Mode
orthogonality relation (7) is applied to the summation term in
(10) under S(z) ≈ S0 to simplify it into

j
4
ω
Pn

dan(z)
dz

(11)

The last integral term contains stress components of a single
mode equaling zero from boundary condition (6). The second
last integral term contains the overall stress in perturbed
waveguide. Boundary condition (5) applies. That integral is
rewritten as

r0
dr
dz

∫ 2π

0
dθ (U∗rnTrz + U

∗
θnTθz + U

∗
znTzz)

= r0
dr
dz

∑
m

am(z)ejβmz−jβnz
∫ 2π

0
dθ (u∗θntθzm + u

∗
zntzzm).

(12)

Trzm = 0 from (6) is used as well. The simplification on all
terms on the right-hand side of (10) leads to the explicit form
below.

−Pn
dan(z)
dz
=

∑
m

κmnam(z)ejβmz−jβnz (13)

where κmn, the coupling coefficient, is defined as

κmn = −j
ω

4
r0
dr
dz

∫ 2π

0
dθ (u∗θntθzm + u

∗
zntzzm)r=r0 . (14)

Equation (13) is the general form of coupled mode analysis
for acoustic waves in perturbed elastic waveguides. Solving
(13) for all modes concerned leads to the evolution of the
overall fields. In many cases, (13) has an analytic solution.
Otherwise, many well-developed ordinary differential equa-
tion solver can conveniently acquire a numerical solution.
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It is obvious that (13) has a similar form as the coupled mode
theory for optical waveguides, for example (2) in [21].

IV. APPLICATION ON SINGLE-MODE WEAK AFBG
Like the OFBG concept, an AFBG is a periodic structure in
an acoustic waveguide that reflects elastic wave of matched
wavelength [13]. The word ‘‘weak’’ means the perturbation
of the AFBG structure is small. Suppose the AFBG has
period3. When the central wavenumber of AFBG βc = π/3
equals the propagation constant of wave β, the AFBG has
strongest reflection. This is the phase matching condition.

For simplicity, the waveguide operates in single mode
region, where only forward propagating fundamental mode
‘‘1’’ with β1 = β and backward mode ‘‘−1’’ with β−1 = −β
are considered. Set1β = β1−β−1 = 2β. Define detuning δ
as 1+ δ = β/βc. Then r(z) and coupling coefficient κmn can
be expanded into Fourier series.

r = r0 +
+∞∑

p=−∞

1rp · ej2pβcz (15)

κmn = κ
(0)
mnβc

 +∞∑
p=−∞

p1rp · ej2pβcz

 (16)

with

κ (0)mn =
ω

2
r0

∫ 2π

0
dθ (u∗θntθzm + u

∗
zntzzm)r=r0 . (17)

Let n = 1, m = 1,−1, and expand (13).

−P1
da1(z)
dz
=

∑
p

κ
(0)
−1,1pβc1rp · a−1(z)e

2j(p−1−δ)βcz

+

∑
p

κ
(0)
1,1pβc1rp · a1(z)e

j2pβcz (18)

Waves close to the phase matching condition are of interest,
so consider only |δ| � 1. In an OFBG, only the term with
the smallest exponent is dominant. Under the ‘‘synchoronous
approximation’’ [23], [33], the rest terms have rapidly oscil-
lating z dependence and are neglected. Following the same
argument, here all terms on the right side can be neglected,
except for κ (0)

−1,1βc1r1a−1(z) exp(−2jδβcz) (p = 1 in the first
term). The same phase-matching approximation can also be
applied to n = −1 case in (13). The simplified coupled mode
equations for the AFBG is shown below.

P1
da1(z)
dz
= −κ

(0)
−1,1βc1r1 · a−1(z)e

−2jδβcz (19)

P−1
da−1(z)

dz
= κ

(0)
1,−1βc1r−1 · a1(z)e

2jδβcz (20)

The mode profile of backward ‘‘−1’’ mode can be expressed
as the complex conjugate of ‘‘1’’ mode, i.e. u−1 = u∗1, t−1 =
t∗1. This leads to P1 = −P−1 > 0 and κ (0)1,−1 = (κ (0)

−1,1)
∗.

Assume the AFBG starts at z = 0 and ends at z = L. For
boundary conditions of the ordinary differential equations
(19)(20), a1(0) is the known input. a−1 = 0 because no
coupling happens afterwards. Then, in the AFBG region,

FIGURE 2. Periodic notches. (a), the schematic; (b), a single node used in
transfer matrix method.

(19)(20) are easily solved as shown below.

a1(z)

= a1(0)
jδβc sinh ξ (z− L)+ ξ cosh ξ (z− L)
−jδβc sinh ξL + ξ cosh ξL

e−jδβcz (21)

a−1(z)

= −a1(0)
κ
(0)
1,−1βc1r−1

P1

sinh ξ (z− L)
−jδβc sinh ξL + ξ cosh ξL

ejδβcz

(22)

The symbol ξ stands for

ξ = βc

√
−δ2 +

1

P21
|κ

(0)
1,−1|

21r11r−1. (23)

The reflection coefficient, defined as the ratio of amplitudes
at input a−1(0)/a1(0), can then be calculated.

Rcoupled =
κ
(0)
1,−11r−1
P1

βc sinh ξL
−jδβc sinh ξL + ξ cosh ξL

(24)

V. COMPARISON TO TRANSFER MATRIX
METHOD IN NOTCH-AFBG
Notch-AFBG is fabricated by engraving periodic cir-
cular notches around a thin cylindrical rod. Transfer
matrix method can be used to calculate the reflection
spectrum [13], [18], [34]–[36]. The method breaks down the
AFBG into repeated cascading nodes. It then derives the
transfer matrix of a single node and therefore the overall
transfer matrix of the entire AFBG. The notch-AFBG and
the nodes are shown in Figure 2. The notches have period3,
notch length l and cut depth 1r > 0 (radius at notch
is r0 −1r).
Transfer matrix method was experimentally validated with

good accuracy [13]. In this section, it serves as a reference for
the coupled mode analysis.

It should be mentioned that in this section, the expressions
from coupled mode analysis is reduced to a 2D form only
because it is in need to compare its accuracy with known the-
oretical and experimental results in 2D structures. The results
of AFBG derived from coupled mode analysis in Section IV
applies to general 3D structures and to non-axisymmetric
modes.

A. MODAL FIELD EXPRESSIONS
The waveguide outside the AFBG region is a stress-free
infinitely long thin cylindrical rod. The waveguide operates
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in single-mode region with the lowest longitudinal mode L01.
Its displacement field has only r and z components.

ur = ktlAJ1(ktlr)− jβCJ1(ktsr) (25)

uz = −jβAJ0(ktlr)+ ktsCJ0(ktsr) (26)

with ktl =
√
ω2/V 2

l − β
2, kts =

√
ω2/V 2

s − β
2. Vl

and Vs are longitudinal and shear wave speed respectively.
Coefficients A,C are linked by boundary conditions. To sim-
plify the expression, asymptotic form J0(x) ≈ 1 and J1(x) ≈
x/2 are used because the arguments of Bessel functions
(ktlr, ktsr) are small in a thin rod. Furthermore, J1 terms are
relatively small compared to J0. Hence, ur can be neglected
and uz simplified as

uz = −jβA+ ktsC . (27)

The same approximation can be used to approximate stress
components.

trr = tθθ = jλβuz (28)

tzz = j(λ+ 2µ)βuz (29)

λ,µ are Lamé constants. The rest components are zero.
Note that u and t are actual fields without the phase factor
exp(jβz−jωt). The fields are uniform across the cross section,
provided the waveguide is thin.

The simplified stress-free boundary condition leads to
−2jAβk2tl + C(k

2
ts − β

2)kts = 0 [30]. In forward propagating
‘‘1’’ mode, setC to be real. Then jA, uz1 are real. trr1, tθθ1, tzz1
are purely imaginary. Therefore,

u−1 = u∗1 = u1, t−1 = t∗1 = −t1. (30)

B. RESULTS FROM COUPLED MODE ANALYSIS
To apply coupled mode analysis, assume the first node of the
AFBG starts at z = 0 and the last (N -th) node ends at z = N3
and the notch is shallow or 1r � r0. In the AFBG region,
the radius profile is a periodic rectangular pulse.

r(z) =


r0 −1r,(

p+
1
2

)
3−

1
2
l ≤ z <

(
p+

1
2

)
3+

1
2
l

r0, elsewhere
(31)

p is a natural number. The profile can be decomposed into
Fourier series.

r(z) = r0 −1r
l
3
−

+∞∑
p=1

21r
pπ

(−1)p sin(pβcl) cos(2pβcz)

(32)

The results in Section IV can be directly used with

1r1 = 1r−1 =
1r
π

sin(π
l
3
). (33)

Note that βc = π/3. Take (27)-(30) into (8)(17) to get

P1 =
ω

2
πr20={u

∗

z1tzz1} =
ω

2
πr20 (λ+ 2µ)β1u2z1 (34)

κ
(0)
1,−1 = πωr0uz1tzz1 = jπωr0(λ+ 2µ)β1u2z1 (35)

κ
(0)
−1,1 = (κ (0)1,−1)

∗
= −jπωr0(λ+ 2µ)β1u2z1 (36)

Combine the result above with (23)(24) to get reflection
coefficient from coupled mode theory. L = N3.

Rcoupled = −
21r1
r0

sinhNπ ξ
βc

δ sinhNπ ξ
βc
+ j ξ

βc
coshNπ ξ

βc

(37)

ξ = βc

√
−δ2 +

41r21
r20

(38)

C. RESULTS FROM TRANSFER MATRIX METHOD
The transfer matrix of a single node can be solved following
the steps indicated in [13].

M =
(
α1 α2
α3 α4

)
,

where

α1 = α
∗

4 = ejβ(3−l)[cosβl + j
1/γ + γ

2
sinβl] (39)

α2 = −α3 = j
γ − 1/γ

2
sinβl (40)

γ = (r0 − 1r)2/r20 is the ratio of cross sectional area. The
overall transfer matrix MN of N nodes is the multiplication
of each individual matrix.

MN
=
λ2λ

N
1 − λ1λ

N
2

λ2 − λ1
I +

λN2 − λ
N
1

λ2 − λ1
Ti (41)

λ1 =
1
2

[
α1 + α4 +

√
4α2α3 + (α1 − α4)2

]
(42)

λ2 =
1
2

[
α1 + α4 −

√
4α2α3 + (α1 − α4)2

]
(43)

and the reflection coefficient is

Rmat = −(MN )21/(MN )22

= 2

α1 − α4
α3

+
λN1 + λ

N
2

λN2 − λ
N
1

√
−4+

(
α1 − α4

α3

)2
−1
(44)

This is the form of the exact transfer matrix method for a
thin rod. To compare it with the coupled mode theory and
to simplify the complicated expression, the notch is again
assumed to be small i.e. 1r/r0 � 1. This leads to γ ≈
1−21r/r0 and 1/γ ≈ 1+21r/r0. The following simplified
forms are then reached.

λ1 = − cos δπ +

√
41r2

r20
sin2(1+ δ)π

l
3
− sin2 δπ

(45)

λ2 = − cos δπ −

√
41r2

r20
sin2(1+ δ)π

l
3
− sin2 δπ

(46)
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FIGURE 3. Reflection spectra from both methods. ‘‘Coupled mode’’ is
from (37); ‘‘Transfer matrix (exact)’’ is from (44); ‘‘Transfer matrix
(approx.)’’ is from (47). The insets are a enlarged version around the
phase-matching point. (a) the amplitude of reflection coefficient R.
Relative difference at δ = 0 is 2.1%. (b) the phase of R. The constant π
jump means sign inversion of amplitude.

R′mat =
−

21r
r0

sin(1+ δ)π l
3

sin δπ + j
λN1 +λ

N
2

λN2 −λ
N
1

√
41r2

r20
sin2(1+ δ)π l

3
− sin2 δπ

(47)

Equation (37) will be denoted as the reflection coefficient of
approximated transfer matrix method.

In [13], an alternative narrow-notch approximation
(assuming l � 3 in addition to shallow notch) to (44) is
derived in its appendix from (16) to (27). It should be pointed
out that this approximation is incorrect, as it gives reflection
coefficient |R| ∝ N under perfect phase-matching condition
δ = 0, meaning |R| can go to infinity, whereas in reality,
|R| ≤ 1. The mistake originates from claiming α2α3 ≈ 0
in (15) in its appendix ((42)(43) in this article), while at
δ = 0, |α2α3| � (α1 − α4)2 ≈ 0. Yet despite the obvious
error, Figure 2 in [13] shows the narrow notch result agrees
well with the exact form. To further understand the apparent
contradiction, a deeper study into the narrow-notch approx-
imation, with details omitted in this article, is performed.
It concludes that the approximation only fails around a very
narrow region near δ = 0 (almost as narrow as a point)
and maintains good agreement to the exact form elsewhere.
It might happen that no sampling point falls into the failure
region, so the two results seem to overlap well in the plot.
Nevertheless, excluding only the δ = 0 point, the exact
form matches well with the narrow-notch approximation
shown in Figure 2 in [13]; the approximation also agrees
with experimental measurements shown in in Figure 5(b)
in [13]. Hence, it can still be concluded that experimental
data validates the exact form of transfer matrix method. It will
still be used as a reference for comparison below. It should
be pointed out that results in (37)(44)(47) here in this article
do not assume narrow notches.

D. COMPARISON BETWEEN TWO METHODS
First, the reflection spectrum of an AFBG with l = 0.13,
1r = 0.05r0, and N = 20, is calculated by both methods
and shown in Figure 3.

FIGURE 4. Amplitude of reflection coefficient (|R|) at phase-matching
point (δ = 0) in AFBGs of varying length. l = 0.13, 1r = 0.05r0. Red line
of coupled mode analysis and black line from approximated transfer
matrix are almost overlapping so black line is not clearly seen.

FIGURE 5. Amplitude of reflection coefficient (|R|) at phase-matching
point (δ = 0) in AFBGs of varying notch length. N = 20,1r = 0.05r0. Red
line of coupled mode analysis and black line from approximated transfer
matrix are almost overlapping so black line is not clearly seen.

It can be seen that the coupled mode analysis and the
approximated transfer matrix method have very close results.
The lines almost overlap. Although discrepancy is present
with regards to the exact transfer matrix method, the relative
difference is only 2.1% around δ = 0.

Second, the reflection coefficients at the phase-matching
point (δ = 0) are calculated for AFBGs of varying lengthwith
l = 0.13, 1r = 0.05r0. The results are shown in Figure 4.
A similar conclusion could be drawn. Approximated trans-

fer matrix method and coupled mode analysis have close
results. Their differences from the exact transfer matrix
method are less than 3.9%. The maximum relative difference
appears at N = 1 and then gradually reduces as N increases.
It is 1.6% at N = 30.

Third, the length of each notch is set to vary but N = 20,
1r = 0.05r0 are fixed. The results are shown in Figure 5.

Within the plotted region (0.05 < l/3 < 0.95), coupled
mode analysis almost overlaps with the approximated trans-
fer matrix method. Their relative differences from the exact
transfer matrix method are less than 2.5%.

Fourth, consider an infinite grating, or N →∞. At δ = 0,
it can be easily derived that Rcoupled = j. For the approx-
imated transfer matrix method, |λ1| < 1⇒ λN1 = 0. This
leads to R′mat = j = Rcoupled . Both methods fit the antic-
ipation that an infinite periodic structure will totally
reflect incident waves that satisfy the Bragg condition
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(wavelength = 23). The exact transfer matrix method does
not have a simple solution under N →∞ and δ = 0.
From all four comparisons, it is concluded that in this

notch-AFBG application, the coupled mode theory is as pre-
cise as the transfer matrix method under the shallow notch
approximation, and very close to the exact method. Since the
transfer matrix method is validated through experiments [13],
the coupled mode analysis is validated as well.

Although the exact transfer matrix method has better accu-
racy in this application, its use is limited. First, the expression
is so complicated that it is normally presented numerically.
A direct physical understanding is not easy to acquire.
Second, reported applications are strongly limited to L01
mode in thin waveguides [18], [34]–[36], where the mode
has plane-wave profile. Last, the method requires the change
of cross section to be stepwise. The approximated transfer
matrix method does not have the first disadvantage, but still
has the rest two, while its precision is no longer better.
On the contrary, the coupled mode analysis has none of these
limitations. It can work with any modes after the coupling
coefficients and modal power are calculated from the modal
profiles at no cost of lowered precision. It can be applied to
any stress-free waveguides with changing cross sections with
a good accuracy, provided the perturbation is small.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this article, a coupled mode analysis is proposed. It solves
mode coupling and wave scattering problems by calculat-
ing the evolution of modal amplitudes. The analysis applies
to waveguides with changing cross sections and stress-free
boundaries. The form derived generally applies to most
stress-free waveguides, with the only limitation that the
waveguide must only be slightly changed. As an example
of its application, it is used to calculate the reflection spec-
trum of the newly proposed AFBG structure. An explicit and
relatively simple form is obtained. A further comparison to
the existing experimentally verified transfer matrix method
is performed on a notch-based AFBG with l = 0.13,1r =
0.05r0. The results from the coupled mode analysis matches
well with the transfer matrix method under shallow notch
approximation, and is less than 2.7% away from the exact
transfer matrix solution. With validated accuracy and little
limitation, the coupled mode analysis offers a powerful tool
in solving various wave propagation problems.
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